Skin involvement in neuroendocrine neoplasia
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Abstract
Neuroendocrine neoplasia (NEN), priory known as neuroendocrine tumours represent the modern approach of traditionally named “carcinoid” tumours. We shortly introduce benign and malign dermatological aspects that are linked to NEN field. This is a multidisciplinary perspective. The paper is a mini-review. 30 articles are included as references. NEN represents 2% of all cancers, being considered orphan disease. Skin and soft tissue are exceptional sites of NEN, the majority are actually secondary spreading of NEN of other locations. Little data have been published related to the topic. Some cases reports showed invasion of dermis and subcutis, probably more frequent in older adults. The entity has been named low-grade neuroendocrine carcinoma of the skin, also named primary cutaneous carcinoid tumour. As seen in NEN diagnosis, the immunohistochemistry is essential like chromogranin A, synaptophysin, neuron specific enolase which are classical neuroendocrine markers and non-neuroendocrine parameters are useful for differential diagnosis like estrogens, androgens and progesterone receptors, GATA3, carcinoembryonic antigen. Merkel cell carcinoma represents the high grade NEN. It has a poor prognosis, with a 30% risk of local metastasis. The risk factors are either viral infection like Merkel cell polyomavirus, either long time exposure to ultraviolet light. The prognostic is similar between the two factors. Surgical removal is the first line therapy and adjuvant treatment is radiotherapy and chemotherapy. Skin NEN represents an exceptional finding of aggressive profile. Their prompt recognition may help the prognosis.
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Abbreviations
- G = grading
- HPF= high power field
- LGNECS = low-grade neuroendocrine carcinoma of the skin
- MEN = multiple endocrine neoplasia
- NEC = neuroendocrine carcinoma
- NEN = neuroendocrine neoplasia
- NET = neuroendocrine tumours
- MiNEN = mixed NEN/non-NEN
- PCTS = primary cutaneous carcinoid tumour
- WHO = World Health Organisation
INTRODUCTION

Neuroendocrine neoplasia (NEN), priory known as neuroendocrine tumours (NET) represent the modern approach of traditionally named “carcinoid” tumours (1,2). The topic is emergent, multidisciplinary, heterogeneous and extremely dynamic (1,3). In 2017 WHO (World Health Organisation) revised the criteria and the terminology (1,4) (Figure 1). G1/G2 grade (or low/intermediate grade) is considered well-differentiated NEN depending on Ki67 value: less than 2% for G1 and the levels between 3 and 20% correspond to G2 while mitotic index (HPF= high power field) is less than 2/10, respective 2-20/10 (4). G3 (or high grade) may represent well-differentiated NEN with a Ki67 value more than 20% and a mitotic index of >20/10 or poorly differentiated NEN or neuroendocrine carcinoma (NEC) which including either small or large cells in addition to a Ki67 level higher than 20% (4). WHO 2017 classification also introduces a new category: mixed NEN/non-NEN (MiNEN) as well as hyperplastic and preneoplastic lesions (4).

![FIGURE 1. WHO 2017 classification of neuroendocrine neoplasia (NEN)](image)

AIM

We shortly introduce benign and malign dermatological aspects that are linked to neuroendocrine tumours field. This is a multidisciplinary perspective.

METHOD

The paper is a mini-review. 30 articles are included as references. Unselected PubMed research of “neuroendocrine neoplasia” showed 172,871 results and since 2017 a number of 6,577 papers have been published up to present with a remarkable progressive incidence since 1945 up to 2019 (5) (Figure 2).

GENERAL PRESENTATION

Malignancy features

NEN represents 2% of all cancers, being considered orphan disease because of their low prevalence in general population (4,5). They are found at any age but typically in adults over 50 years, having either clear functional (secretor or hormonal) activity, either non-functional pattern (1,4,6). The most frequent sites are pancreatic, gastrointestinal, pulmonary etc. (4,7). Skin and soft tissue are exceptional sites of NEN, the majority are actually secondary spreading of priory known or unknown NEN of other locations (8). Little data have been published related to the topic (8,9). Some cases reports showed invasion of dermis and subcutis, probably more frequent in older adults (8,9).

![FIGURE 2. Unselected PubMed research of “neuroendocrine neoplasia” showed 172871 results and since 2017 6577 papers have been published up to present. (according Reference no. 5). The data correspond to the period of time 1945 – 2020.](image)
The entity has been named low-grade neuroendocrine carcinoma of the skin (LGNECS), also named primary cutaneous carcinoid tumour (PCTS) with a very low level of statistical evidence (9). The skin sites vary from chest wall to inguinal areas while the most frequent are head and neck (9). Since the incidence of primary skin NEN is exceptional they need to be differentiated from skin metastasis from NEN and other types of carcinomas like breast cancer (8,9).

Histological reports show nest of cells having different dimensions and neuroendocrine features and lack of mucin secretion (9). The features are similar to NEN components of other sites (9). As seen in NEN diagnosis, the immunohistochemistry is essential like chromogranin A, synaptophysin, neuron specific enolase having neuroendocrine markers and also non-neuroendocrine parameters useful for differential diagnosis are estrogens, androgens and progesterone receptors, GATA3, carcinoembryonic antigen (9). A part from clinical examination, dermoscopy remains a useful tool (10). The neuroendocrine component of the skin lesions may be associated with a carcinoma element, as also seen in breast lesions (11). No distinctive criteria of mix lesions are clearly up to present (11).

Merkel cell carcinoma represents the high grade NEN of skin meaning a more aggressive profile (12,13). Opposite to this, LGNECS are asymptomatic nodules and due to their rarity a specific index of suspicion is necessary while specific investigations like whole body octreoscan might help (12,13). Another potential scenario is the co-presence of carcinoid syndrome like diarrhoea, flush, respiratory problems like wheezing or bronchospasm etc. (13). Metastasis from primary skin NEN have been reported, especially at local lymph nodes (13,14). PCTS seem to affect people of a median 66 years, equally between sexes, and their evolution is less aggressive than NEN metastasis at the same level (15). The neuroendocrine component of a mix tumour with a carcinoma of different types has an underestimated pathway of evolution (16). The value of Ki-67 remains a good prognostic factor (16).

Merkel cell carcinoma, also very rare, has a poor prognosis, with a 30% risk of local metastasis (17,18). The risk factors are either viral infections like Merkel cell polyomavirus, either long time exposure to ultraviolet light (especially in areas with intense ultraviolet light exposure) causing DNA mutations (17,18). The prognostic is similar between the two factors (17,18). Surgical removal is the first line therapy and adjuvant treatment is radiotherapy and chemotherapy (18,19). Targeted therapies for gene mutations represent the next step to the future (19). Recent advance in registered in immunotherapy like PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors, and antibodies against Merkel cell polyomavirus oncoproteins (20). After radiotherapy the “abscopal effect” has been described meaning the regression of distant metastasis after radiotherapy of primary skin lesions (20).

Non-cancer aspects

Dermatological manifestations of MEN (multiple endocrine neoplasia) type 1 syndrome involve neuroendocrine neoplasia of pancreatic and gastro-intestinal sites in addition to pituitary tumours and adrenal tumours including Cushing’s syndrome and Conn syndrome (21,22,23). Skin anomalies include facial angiofibromas, collagenomas and lipomas (24,25). Glucagonoma may cause skin rash (24,25). In MEN 2A syndrome dermal hyperneury and sclerotic fibromas are described (26).

DISCUSSION

We also mention the fact that, due the rarity of condition, they may be incidentally detected and histological report confirms the diagnosis and this is a general trend line in different areas of endocrinology or oncology due to the accessibly to different imaging techniques (27,28). Generally, neuroendocrine mechanisms are involved in multiple aspects like skin aging, premenstrual syndrome etc. (29,30).

CONCLUSION

Neuroendocrine neoplasia of the skin represents an exceptional finding of aggressive profile. Their prompt recognition may help the prognosis.
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